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Central drama department cuts Footloose

By Lauren Kiley
Staff Writer
“Everybody cut, everybody cut footloose!”
This year’s Central drama performance of the
musical “Footloose” may have knocked your
socks off.
Footloose is about city boy, Ren McCormack,
who moves from Chicago to a small town where
dancing is illegal. There, he meets a beautiful
girl by the name of Ariel Moore, who is the
preacher’s rebellious daughter with an abusive
boyfriend. She then sets her sights on Ren,
causing her boyfriend to get jealous. The town
tries to ruin Ren’s reputation, while, Ren tries to
make dancing legal again.
“The whole process was wonderful,” said
director, Mr. Barta. “The students involved
always worked extremely hard. This was a great
group and it was a pleasure and honor to work
with every single one of them.” He said that they
performed six shows in six days and maintained
a level of energy that seemed impossible.
“It was so much fun,” said Madeline
Westereng (Ariel Moore). “The big group
dances were my favorite. It’s a lot of work, but
the ¿nal product is de¿nitely worth it.” She
also said she would like to thank everyone that
helped put the show together, including the
actors and the people working behind the scenes.
“The process is half the fun,” said Ben
Breidenbach (Reverend Moore). “I like Mama
Says. It’s well-written, hilarious, and just plain
entertaining. I enjoyed the scene between Alec
and I; it’s the climax, the peak of energy in the
show.”
The show was performed over three nights to
near capacity crowds who raved about the fun
songs and great choreography.
“We as a staff are very proud of their
accomplishment and would like to thank them
for all of their hard work,” said Barta.

Williard (Alex Barta) and Ren (Alec Selnes) dance to Footloose. (Photo by Allison Peterson)
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The restrictions
of Separation of
Church and State

By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
“Religious institutions that use
government power in support of
themselves and force their views on
persons of other faiths, or of no faith,
undermine our civil rights. Moreover,
state support of established religion tends
to make clergy unresponsive to their own
people, and leads to corruption within
religion itself. Erecting ‘the wall of
separation of church and state,’ therefore,
is absolutely essential to a free society.” Thomas Jefferson
This is the quote that is normally used
to defend the separation of church and
s tate, but I think sometimes it can be
taken out of context. The reason Thomas

Is Facebook Dying?

By Heather Riggle
Staff Writer
“It’s not cool anymore. No one in my grade
has one.” was the answer my younger sister gave
me when I asked her if she was going to get a
Facebook, or already had one. She’s in 7th grade.
This made me feel a bit old and uncool. I still post
things on my Facebook sometimes, and go on
it every now and then. But there are new social
media apps out now like Instagram and Twitter
that are making Facebook feel like it’s MySpace.
I gave a recent survey to Mr. Berglund’s lit
class to get some more opinions on Facebook, and
to see how many people in my grade actually still
went on it. 18 people responded, and the answer
was very clear. Only 4 out of all the 18 actually
still liked and enjoyed Facebook. Others said they
had switched over to Twitter and Instagram. Why
are people leaving Facebook?
There are many different reasons our generation
isn’t going on Facebook anymore. One is family.
There is nothing wrong with having family on
Facebook, because that is a big way of keeping
up with their lives and seeing how they are doing,
but then there is your personal life. Personally, I
feel like I have to ¿lter what I post or watch what
pictures I share in fear of what family may think.
Especially when I was younger. It might not even
be that, it might be the annoyance of Grandma

Opinion
Jefferson said that was not to support a
Godless government, but to prevent the
Anabaptists, a sect of Christianity, from
making Anabaptism the national religion.
He said this to prevent us from becoming
like England and having one set religion
or church.
“The purpose of separation of church
and state is to keep forever from these
shores the ceaseless strife that has soaked
the soil of Europe in blood for centuries.”
- James Madison
It was lack of religious freedom that
brought the Puritans and the pilgrims to
our shores, they came here so they could
worship whoever they wanted without the
government getting in the way. Separation
of church and state was meant to protect
religious freedoms.
The First Amendment states that
Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof;
or abridging the freedom of speech, or
commenting on every status I have asking me how
I’m doing and telling me she loves me. Don’t get
me wrong, I love my family, but that isn’t relevant
to my status, at all.
And then there is the drama. It’s true, drama is
on every social media site, but Facebook was to
the extreme. There would always be one person
having a long ranting status, followed by 80
comments. You know automatically with that
many comments, it had to be a Facebook ¿ght. I
do believe that it is your Facebook, and you can
post whatever you want, but it may annoy some
people. I admit I have deleted some people due to
all the annoying things they post. It gets old, really
fast.
With so many people leaving Facebook, what
are they going on instead? Of course, people
answered Instagram and Twitter. More leaned
towards Instagram, because it’s Twitter and
Facebook combined. You can add captions and
as many sel¿es as you please. Wonderful isn’t it?
Some said they go on Twitter instead, because you
can post what’s on your mind and see what other
people are up to also.
Comedian Billy Eichner had this comment
about the topic, “There’s a new genre of human
who like to brag about how they’re so over
Facebook, when three years ago, it was all they
did with their lives. Now all these friends tell me,
‘I’m not on Facebook anymore.’ And I’m like.
‘So you’re only reachable via Instagram, Twitter,
Tumblr, Tinder, email and text? Oh you’ve really
gone back to the basics. What a brave stance!”
I admit, I go on Facebook sometimes and post
things, but it’s nothing compared to a couple years
ago. Facebook is becoming a lot like Myspace in
the sense that everyone is slowly leaving. In a few
years, I could see Twitter and Instagram dying too.
Times are changing and our generation is changing
with them.
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of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of
grievances.
Although I agree with certain aspects
of the First Amendment which prohibits
any law respecting the establishment of
religion, there are some things I disagree
with. For instance, in school we aren’t
taught about the theory of intelligent
design, we are only taught the theory of
evolution. For those of you that don’t
know, intelligent design is another theory
about the way our universe came to be.
It states that an outside being created
the universe and our world. For some
that means aliens created the world,
others believe God created the world.
Either way many scientists who have
stood up for this theory have been ¿red.
(Expelled: No Intelligent Design Allowed)
These scientists merely mentioned that
intelligent design as a plausible way the
earth and universe could’ve came to be;

they didn’t even mention God, in fact, a
number of the scientists were and still are
atheists.
Another thing that I don’t agree with
is that teachers aren’t allowed to talk
about what they believe. Now I’m not
saying teachers should be able to go into
religious rants, but they should at least be
able to say whether they agree or disagree
with the material they have to teach, this
again relates back to the science and
global education classrooms.
My main problem with separation of
church and state is the fact that students
aren’t being taught both sides of the
equation, basically that they don’t get a
chance to decide whether they believe in
intelligent design or evolution because
they are only taught one and as fact not as
theory. Which evolution is by the way, a
theory, but that’s another story. If we are
supposed to be well rounded people who
know what we believe and why, we need
to know both sides of the argument.
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Try implementing the Knight’s code
By Krystal Hofherr
Staff Writer
Starting high school is a big thing for
freshmen. They haven’t been here long
enough to know what the teachers are like
or what supplies they’ll need for each class.
They may even get lost in the school and not
know where to go. Even the ¿rst day of gym
is confusing for some. So how do we help
these freshmen? I implement my own idea
of the Knight’s code.
The Knight’s code is a very simple code
that helps everyone. What is it exactly?
Well it’s a simple peer guardian. Everyone
could use someone to look after him or her,
so let’s make it happen. It’s a very simple
process. Each sophomore will choose a
freshman to look after, and then when the
sophomore is a junior they will continue to
look after the same person who will then be
a sophomore and chose another freshman to
look after. This continues up until they are
graduated, knowing that they helped three
students through high school, potentially the
toughest part in a person’s life.
I already have chosen a freshman to look
after named Angie Sheard. Coming from the
same school I did, Manvel Public School,
Central was a big step. I knew I had to help
her out because I was helped during my
freshman year and I’m still grateful for it.
“Central was a big step and hard to get
used to. I’m glad I had an older perspective
on things, because it’s helped a lot,” Sheard
stated.
I warned her about the simple things like
how you need to always walk on the right
side of the hallway, because people get very
annoyed at freshman walking on the left
side. Another thing I told her to do is that

when she gets in a class before lunch and
if she meets a new friend to ask them what
lunch they have and if they can meet up. You
never want to be a wanderer at lunchtime,
looking for a spot to sit. Most people don’t
want to sit by themselves.
One of the most important things I
told her was to ¿nd her own group. Every
person needs that group of friends in high
school, and trust me there’s a group for
everyone. Everyone should ¿nd a group
they feel comfortable around. The second
most important thing was to get involved in
centrals clubs or sports. Taking my advice
she was in the play Footloose and very
happy she did.
You may think that freshmen should
¿gure high school out for themselves, but
think about how it was for you on your ¿rst
day in a big high school. There is no formal
Knight’s code organization; it’s just a “pay it
forward” idea.
If you see someone lost in the hallway
with a schedule in hand, help him or her
out. Don’t give them the wrong directions to
make their day even worse. That happened
to me once and it made me late for my class
and for an embarrassing entrance (not how a
freshman wants to start out their year). Then
if you see a wandering freshman during
lunch not having anyone to sit with offer
him or her a spot. You’ll make their day and
maybe a new friend.
By this time in the school year, most
freshman aren’t getting lost any more and
are learning a lot of the ways of high school,
but it’s not too early for this year’s freshman
to starting thinking ahead to next year and
taking the things they have learned to help
the next class.

Lizzy Dorner, Gracie Dahlen, Krystal Hoffher, and Savana Middleton show off (or
is it cover up) their turtlenecks.

The evolution of turtlenecks
By Savana Middleton
Staff Writer
For most of us turtlenecks are not what
we would consider comfortable. They have
been around for centuries, and in the past 5
years have been making a comeback with
different styles.
Turtlenecks date back all the way to the
15th century. Sailors would use them to
protect their necks from the cold winds since
scarves were harder to handle. English polo
players also wore them during matches in the
1860s, giving them the nickname Polo Necks.
They were also another option of formal
wear for men, alongside the regular suit
and tie. Although men in turtlenecks aren’t
as common anymore, there were a famous
few who knew how to rock them like Justin
Timberlake in his ‘N Sync days, and Steve
Jobs was recognized not only for being
the creator of ‘Apple Inc.’, but also for his

signature blue jeans and black turtleneck.
During the feminist movement the
turtleneck was made available to women as
well as men, making it a unisex item. Since
then, turtlenecks have been more suitable for
women to wear with all of the different styles.
Teenage girls were one of the ¿rst to follow
the fad, wearing lightweight turtlenecks to
show off their ¿gure. In the 50’s, they became
more common among preppy women.
They believed it gave off the appearance of
neatness, tidiness, and good grooming. Some
of the most well known women in the world
wore turtlenecks; such as Marilyn Monroe,
Audrey Hepburn, and Jacqueline Kennedy.
Styles of turtlenecks vary today more than
ever before and they won’t be going away
anytime soon. So don’t be afraid to join the
movement of the turtleneck, considering
not all of them are the same itchy items of
clothing they used to be.

The deep Web: What really happens on the Internet
By Kodi LaBelle
Staff Writer
The Internet we use is only the tip of the
iceberg. When you search something, it is
as if you are Àoating on the surface of the
ocean, if you dive below there are billions
of pages that most people haven’t seen yet.
A report in 2001 states that about
54% of all the websites were databases
containing valuable information. A part
of the worlds largest databases are the
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, NASA, EDGEAR, and
countless others. These companies will
allow you to see these documents, which
are open to the public. But there are some
companies have private pages that charge
fees for you to look at them.
Another 13% of the Internet pages lie
hidden because they are only found on
an intranet (restricted communications
networks).
Some other things that happen on
the Internet involve cyber fraud. Many

people are victims of cyber fraud every
day. Criminals use the Internet to access
your banking information, your credit
information, and your social media. Here
are some things you can do to avoid
Internet Fraud.
Avoiding Credit Card Fraud,
1) DO NOT give out your credit card
number online unless the site is secure.
Sometimes a tiny icon in the shape of a
padlock appears to symbolize higher levels
of security, but it is not a guarantee of a

secure site.
2) DON’T trust a site just because it
claims to be secure.
3) Research the person or company you
are buying from to make sure they are who
they claim to be.
There are many other ways to save
yourself from Internet fraud. If you
want to look at more ways of preventing
Internet fraud go to http://www.fbi.gov/
scams-safety/fraud/internet_fraud.
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Rasmussen
helps Spread
the Word

By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
The sixth annual “Spread the Word to
End the Word” campaign was held the
week of March 3rd the 7th. The campaign
focuses on spreading awareness about
the harmful effect of using the R-word
(retard).
Several guess speakers were brought
in to help bring awareness to the
incensitive word.
Here at Central,
some students are
¿ghting against the
use of the R-word.
One of those
leaders is junior
Kyle Rasmussen.
He is a youth
ambassador for
the Project Unify
campaign, which
Rasmussen
promotes social
inclusion in schools and sports both in the
US and at international Special Olympics
conferences. He also plays volleyball
and coaches soccer as a member of
the Partners Club, which is a group of
students both with and without intellectual
disabilities who get together for social
activities and fun. Rasmussen was a big
part of this year’s Spread the Word to End
the Word campaign at GFC.
“It gets people aware of struggles
others face that are often overlooked,” he
said. “I try to let people know that it is not
okay to use the r-word.”
Ms. Kelli Frederick, a special education
teacher here at GFC, said Spread the
Word to End the Word is about “raising
awareness of people’s differences. To me,
it is not about acceptance or tolerance
of people with disabilities...it is about
appreciating people with ‘diffabilities’
(different abilities).”
She added that “[Spread the Word]
is also about doing the right thing and
appreciating people for who they are and
being open to the different strengths and
weaknesses that we all have to offer.”

News
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1HZGLVSOD\KLVWRULFGLSOD\SODFHGLQ¿QHDUWVDGGLWLRQ
By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
We all know Central has a rich history
and many of our alumni have gone on to
make a difference in our society. Not the
least of these is Judge Ronald Davies, who
was the judge that integrated Central High
School in Little Rock, Arkansas. Anyone
who’s been in Global Ed. or was at the ¿rst
pep rally knows this story. But do you know
event followed? The answer may surprise
you because it happened right here in our
Central High School.
On February 11, a new display was
placed near the theater. Not only does the
events described in the display have local
ties, but it also had national ripple effects.
The display talks about Louis Armstrong’s
visit to Grand Forks in 1957 where he was
going to give a concert. Before the show
a young reporter interviewed Armstrong,
and asked him about the social issues of
the day, including the integration of Little
Rock Central High School by Judge Ronald
Davies, a 1922 graduate of GFC. This

Kevin Matze speaks at the presentation of the display.
interview was the ¿rst Armstrong had ever
spoken about political issues.
UND graduate student Kevin Matze
and the Grand Forks Historic Preservation

Commission completed the project. The
dedication of the display took place at 2:30
p.m. on February 11, and now resides on a
ZDOOLQWKHQHZÀQHDUWVHGLWLRQ

Lamoureux twins speak at GFC Personal Best breakfast
Fresh off winning silver medals at the Winter Olympics as part of the
Team USA women’s hockey team, twin sisters Monique and Jocelyne
Lamoureux spoke at the Personal Best breakfast at GFC.

Clockwise from top
right: Monique and
Jocelyne Lamoureux,
Activities Director Tony
Bina, Associate Principal
Jon Strandell, Associate
Principal Gabe Dahl and
Brittany Bader
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Arts Midwest brings unique band to Central Teenagers a source
By Olivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
Arts Midwest is a non-pro¿t
organization headquartered in
Minneapolis that is dedicated to
supporting and exposing 9 midwestern
states to disparate arts from all sorts of
different cultures. Their program supports
not only visual/performance art, but
literary arts as well.
On the 12th of March they provided
our school with an exceptional and almost
haunting performance by Israel based
band ‘Baladino’.
The distinctive thing about Baladino
is their incorporation of so many different
cultures. They’re Jewish and come out of
Israel, but they assimilate the divergent
cultural aspects and traditional musical
sounds of Spain, Eastern Europe, Turkey,
and Arabic countries.
I found this facet of Baladino to be the
most intriguing, because as an American,
it’s perplexing to think about the
proximity of all the contrasting cultures
in the Middle East. The mixing of cultural
tradition and sound is perhaps a standard
thing in the Middle East, but it’s not
something that I’ve ever experienced.

Baladino
They had an almost omniscient
energy about them, and a completely
idiosyncratic sound to hear as a westerner.
It was a surreal experience, watching
them work so effortlessly with unusual
instruments, some of which were centuries
old. Each of them had the most winsome
faces and long, lavish looking limbs
that almost loomed in the air while they
performed.
Each person was very attuned with the
crowd; and how incredible it was to feel
so wholeheartedly welcomed and involved
by these rhythmic strangers from Israel

with stunningly unforgettable voices and
talent to accompany their kind faces.
It’s an extraordinary thing to be able
to feel moved by people who are singing
in Hebrew and using instruments used
at traditional Jewish ceremonies. We are
from different ends of the spectrum, as
they are in a completely different part
of the world, with differing religious
practices, and assorted cultural aspects;
but the complexities that make up the
differences merge together and become
irrelevant when art is created and curiosity
is placed above judgment.
They played short sets in our
auditorium for a few hours, exposing
students to a once in a lifetime opportunity
that I am eternally grateful for. I feel
absolutely beholden to the Arts Midwest
and to all the other people that made their
performance here possible.
On Friday the 14th, they played a
concert at the Empire Arts Center where
their sets were lengthier and they exposed
us to additional instruments and songs.
I cannot express my gratitude
enough for being given such a beautiful
opportunity and experience.

of new trends
By Lauren Kiley
Staff Writer
Trends are a big part of teenage culture. Things
are always going around. Whether it’s a new style of
clothing or a game, something is always considered
popular. Here are some trends that parents and
teachers may not be aware of:
Hairstyles have always been a huge trend. From
the powdered wig to the 1980’s perm, hairstyles
change all the time. According to Micheala Dale,
freshman, one of the most popular styles right now
LVWKHÁRZDOVRFDOOHG´VDODGVµ7KLVVW\OHFRQVLVWV
of shoulder length hair and is most often sported by
males.
You can’t sport just a popular hairstyle without
the proper clothes. (Not that I do either.) Rose
Schneibel, freshman, reports that leggings with
mini skirts are a big thing, though I’ve never really
noticed it. I have noticed, however, leggings as
SDQWVZKLFK,ÀQGGLVWXUELQJ6KHDOVRVDLGWKDW
´WUDQVOXFHQWµSDQWVDUHNLQGRISRSXODUWRRWKRXJK
thankfully I haven’t seen any around Central.
$QRWKHUELJWUHQGLVDJDPHFDOOHG´7KH2GGV
*DPHµ+DQQDK)UHDVHDQG1DWDOLH6LPRQERWK
IUHVKPHQVDLGKRZ\RXSOD\LWLVDVNVRPHRQH´ZKDW
DUHWKHRGGVWKDW\RXZRXOG LQVHUWDFWLRQKHUH µDQG
count, then do the action.
,SHUVRQDOO\GRQRWWDNHSDUWLQWKHVHWUHQGV,ÀQG
them pointless and hard to understand. However,
it is your decision whether or not you follow the
trends, so have fun and don’t be afraid go away from
what everyone else is doing. Who knows? You may
just start a trend of your own.

45th Annual UND Writers Conference is a great opportunity --and it’s free!
By Olivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
The 45th annual UND Writers
Conference begins Wednesday, April 2nd at
10 a.m., with all readings and panels taking
place at the North Dakota Museum of Art.
(Yes, it starts while we’re in school, but it
goes all day--until 8 o’clock p.m.).
There are quite a few especially supreme
bene¿ts to this conference; including the
fact that there will be six different artists,
writers, published authors! They will be
reading their books, taking questions, having
discussions, and doing book signings. This
is an unimaginable opportunity for people of
all ages who are interested in the arts.
Being in Grand Forks, we get very little
occasions like this one, even compared to
places like Fargo who have weekly events
like Outlet Poetry and of course, The
Fargo Film Festival. Considering that, it’s
nearly necessary that you attend this year’s
conference.
Writing and reading to me are necessities
that keep me alive, like water or oxygen.

However, if you don’t like reading or
writing, well, you need to. They are both
things you need to master in order to be a
well versed adult; so you may as well enjoy
doing something you’ll ultimately need to be
successful.
Furthermore, it is not only a chance to meet
talented published writers, but talented nonpublished writers, too--writers in the Grand
Forks area.
The single handedly grooviest aspect of this
event is that it’s absolutely, 100%, utterly free.
It’s also important to note that each speaker
is of a different variety; there’s going to be
a graphic novelist, a feminist writer, ¿ction
writers, novelists who tackle subjects like class
and race issues, and poets, like Robert Pinsky,
for example; who created the Favorite Poem
Project, in which ‘thousands of Americans, of
varying backgrounds, ages, and from every
state shared their favorite poems.’ will be there
with his numerous books of poetry including
Figured Wheel: New and Collected Poems
which was a Pulitzer Prize nominee and a

recipient
of both
the Lenore
Marshall
Award and the
Ambassador
Book Award
of the English
Speaking
Union.

Robert Pinsky
Pinsky also received the Los Angeles Times
Book Award in poetry and the Howard Morton
Landon Prize for translation of The Inferno
of Dante. If you have taken senior literature,
you have perhaps read the original, and I bet it
would be vastly interesting to read this one as
well. (Please show up.)
From New York, ¿ction and arts writer
Jessica Lott will be there with her ¿rst novel,
among others, The Rest of Us, which received
extraordinary reviews from NPR.
Lott was an editorial advisor at the

Brooklyn Museum for The Elizabeth A.
Sackler Center for Feminist Art--the ¿rst
like it in the U.S. In addition, she was on
the selection panel for Feminism Now, “a
symposium on contemporary feminist art
scholarship.”
If you’re more into comic books, graphic
novels and art; Sarah Leavitt, a self-taught
artist and cartoonist with an FA in Creative
Writing from the University of British
Columbia is currently working on her
newest graphic novel and will be attending
and speaking with her older works.
Fiction writer Brian Maxwell, who
received his Ph.D. in Creative Writing
from UND, will be there as well, along
with Colson Whitehead, “one of America’s
greatest young writers,” and Geoffrey Dyer
who is from London.
Further information and the schedule
for the conference are on UND’s website; I
genuinely hope to see a lot of you there. And
don’t forget, it’s FREE.
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“A once in a lifetime experience”

GFC students take trips to foreign countries
Mackenzie Johnson

By Lizzy Dorner
Staff Writer
“It was something my family wanted
to do so we decided to go,” said freshman
McKenzie Johnson of her recent trip to
Israel. Her family was drawn to Israel over
other destinations because of the religious
aspects Israel has to offer. McKenzie’s family
took their trip to the Holy Land through her
church, where she and her younger sister were
the youngest members of the group.
Over the course of the 10–day trip,
they visited many churches and religious
landmarks. The landmarks included locations
where Jesus Christ was born, killed, and
buried.
They spent the ¿rst part of the trip in the
northern part before venturing into Jerusalem.
Johnson said the North was really green and
mountainous whereas the South was more
like a desert where the plant–life looked
transplanted.
Historically, Israel has been known for
dangerous activities of war and protest but
for Johnson, she said she felt safe throughout
the course of the trip. However they did take
a trip up a mountain where she could hear
Syria. You read that right, hear Syria. “[We
could] hear the gunshots and unrest,” said
Johnson. Their safety wasn’t threatened but
it was eye–opening. She said everyone they
encountered could speak English and that
there were armed guards all over, making
them feel safe.
Her favorite part wasn’t typical of
travelers. She said her favorite part of the

Cedric Reese

By Whitney Longie
Staff Writer
‘Tis the season of travel it seems here
at Grand Forks Central. With students
traveling to Israel and Australia, France
might as well be added to that list too.
Freshman, Cedric Reese went on a 12
day trip to the beautiful country of France
in the last week of February until the
beginning of March, coming back just in
time for the originally french celebration of
Mardi Gras.
Reese travelled to Mongliton and Saint
Rois, which are small towns outside of

Anthony Lamberson

By Brady Terrill
Staff Writer
“I’ve never been to Grafton before,” is one of
Junior Anthony Lamberson’s most memorable
quotes in the Central wrestling room. Though
he might have not experienced the 40-mile trip
to Grafton, he has experienced a “once in a
lifetime opportunity.” He traveled to Australia to
participate in the Down Under wrestling tour.
The Down Under is not just an organization
for wrestling, but also an organization for
basketball, cross-country, football, golf, track
and ¿eld, and volleyball groups in America,
Australia, and New Zealand. The idea came from
a New Zealander who loved American sports,
especially football.
Lamberson’s success in the tournament came
up just short when he lost a match that kept him
from placing in the tournament.
“I didn’t do as well as I wanted to do. It was
due to a pre mature injury in practice,” said
Lamberson, “though the competition in Australia
is no where as near as tough as America. They’re
not in as good of shape as we are.”
Lamberson experienced another Down

trip was taking a tour where they were
lead through a series of tunnels that were
responsible for distributing water into the city.
“It was really weird but pretty cool,” adds
Johnson.
Overall she thoroughly enjoyed all the
experiences over the course of her trip and
said if the opportunity were to arise, she
would de¿nitely go back.

Paris. He was able to see his family, which
was the reason for him going in the ¿rst
place. His mother is originally from France,
and all of his mother’s side of the family
lives in France. For that reason he is very
familiar with the language. “I can speak
french rather well, but I can understand
people much better than I can talk.”
Some of the cool things he was able to see
were La Défense, which is an arch shaped
of¿ce building made of glass in Paris, The
Palace of Versailles, where three french
kings lived before the French Revolution,
and the tomb of Napoleon Bonaparte, the
french military and political leader.

When I asked him how he liked their
food, he said “the food there is great, there is
a lot of bread and cheese. Even their simple
sandwich shops were rather different from
here in the states. All the food was really
unique.”
Some of the differences between here is
that advertisements there on tv or billboards
are a lot more colorful and interesting, and
there is a bakery and pharmacy on just
about every corner. Another difference he
mentioned the size of everything. “The
roads, cars, and food portions are much
smaller in France than they are here.”

Under activity called “beach wrestling.” It’s the
same kind of wrestling, but combines a twist of
wrestling on the Australian shore other than a
wrestling mat.
“Beach wrestling was fun. But it was really
tough with the shifting sand.”
Lamberson also received two patches from
the Down Under tournament that he has attached
to his Letterman jacket.
“Besides wrestling, I had a real fun time
sur¿ng and I went to the petting zoo. I also got to
do a freefall.”
Lamberson claims he wants to go back to
Australia to compete again but then again, “it’s a
once in a lifetime opportunity.”
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McDonald earns Voice of
Democracy trip to DC
By Lizzy Dorner
Staff Writer
Rosie McDonald, a senior here at
GFC, recently placed 6th nationally
in the Voice of Democracy
competition. Voice of Democracy
(here on referred to as VoD) is
an audio essay competition for
9th–12th graders. There’s a new topic
every year to write about and one
writes an essay, sends in an audio
recording, and has the piece judged
at a local, district, and state level.
The ¿fty state winners and the four
winners from other US territories
are treated to a four–day trip to
Washington DC.
This year’s essay topic was
“Why I’m optimistic about our
nation’s future.” Rosie’s essay
began with:
“Optimism. Optimismo.
Optimisme. Optimismus. Optimism.
No matter what language you say
it in, optimism means the same in
every culture. What exactly does it
mean? Optimism; noun; a feeling or
belief that good things will happen
in the future, as de¿ned by Merriam
Webster Dictionary. This is one of
my favorite words that has ever left
my mouth and ¿lled my ears. I like
to use the word synonymously with
the term, hope. These two words are
the most wonderful, beautiful, yet
mysterious concepts in all of human
history.”
She was awarded a $1,000
scholarship for placing ¿rst in our
state and received another $5,000
scholarship award for placing 6th
at the national level. The audio
she originally sent in was what
was judged at the ¿nal level of
competition.
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Huhtalas teach students how to square dance
By Savana Middleton
Staff Writer
During the week of March 10th through the
th
15 , Mrs. Charlebois’ dance classes had the
privilege of being taught how to square dance
by two expert square dancers, Charley and
Wanda Huhtala, who have been doing it for
many years. I had an opportunity to interview
the both of them and see what got them started,
and how others can get started, too.
Q: What got you two square dancing?
A: Mr. Huhtala: We took a square dance class
at UND in 1978. Then, we joined the UND
Grand Squares the UND square dance club.
Q: How long have you been square dancing?
A: Mr. Huhtala: We danced for 3 years at
UND, then quit dancing for 27 years while we
raised a family and I completed an Air Force
career. We started dancing again in 2009.
Q: What’s your favorite part about it?
A: Mr. Huhtala: The dancing! But a close
second is the many friendships I’ve developed
while dancing. (The food at the dances is pretty
good, too).
Mrs. Huhtala: I enjoy meeting and getting to
know people from other places, the challenge
of learning and remembering the calls, and I
love to swing!

Rosie McDonald
Over the course of the trip to
Washington DC the VoD winners
saw many of the attractions DC
has to offer including but not
limited to, Mt. Vernon, Holocaust
Museum, Hard Rock Café,
Smithsonian Museums, and the
WWII Memorial. The same 54
who were in DC from VoD also
have the opportunity to attend
an all-expense paid trip to Valley
Forge this summer that will focus
on leadership.
Rosie’s favorite part of
her experience was making
friends from all over the world.
Submitting her essay to the Voice
of Democracy was, “one of the
best things [she] ever did.”

Q: What are some ways people can begin
square dancing?
A: Mr. Huhtala: They can take a class that
usually meets once a week for about 14 weeks.
There are occasionally BLAST weekends
where you can learn all of the mainstream calls
in one intense weekend. But it allows you to
attend dances right away.
Q: How many other schools have you taught
to square dance?
A: Mrs. Huhtala: This is our ¿rst time teaching
a school class, although we have taught adults
for almost a year now.
Q: How often do you go out and square
dance?
A: Mrs. Huhtala: Usually at least 7 times per
month, although it can vary if there is a special
dance, or a visiting caller.
Q: What ages did you begin square
dancing?
A: Mr. Huhtala: I was 20, and Wanda was 17.
Q: Do you think square dancing will be
around in the future?
A: Mr. Huhtala: I think so. There are several
clubs in the twin cities, and it’s still big in the

Wanda and Charley Huhtala
south. It’s also gaining popularity in Japan and
Germany. I hope it catches ¿re again in this
area.
Mrs. Huhtala: Yes. It is exploding overseas
(Germany, Japan, etc.). There are 32 clubs in
the Twin Cities area of MN.
Q: Is there anything else you would like to
add?
A: Mr. Huhtala: The Minnesota State Square
Dance Convention will be held here in Grand
Forks in 2016 (that’s right the Minnesota
Convention in North Dakota). We look forward
to 500 square dancers coming to Grand Forks in
June 2016.
Mrs. Huhtala: Almost anyone can square dance.
I have danced with a 5 year old, and a 90 year
old. Square dance is fun, encourages friendship,
facilitates ¿tness both physically and mentally,
and often includes food. What more could you
want?
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Knights win East Region,
ÀQLVK6WDWHUXQQHUĦXS
By Lizzy Dorner
Staff Writer
GFC Boys’ hockey had quite the
season. With a ¿nal overall record of
19-8, the Knights were able to place 2nd
at the Boys’ Hockey Tournament. GFC
triumphed over Mandan and Minot in
the tournament, and lost 1–2 to Bismarck
High in the championship game. Senior
captain Tanner Corbett said that for him,
playing in the championship game was the
most memorable moment of the season,
“it was an unreal feeling.”
This season the Knights headed into
the State Tournament with the EDC title
under their belt. Along with the title, there
were 3 GFC players, Casey Johnson, Cole
Kirchoffner, and Taner Bender, who were
named all EDC. Those same players were
also named to the All-State Team. Grant
Paranica was also named Coach of the
Year.
Beating cross–town rival, the Red
River Roughriders, in all three games,
including a 1–0 OT win in the regional
semi–¿nals, was a highlight for players
and coaches alike.
Senior Hyatt Hrsuka said the team
grew mentally over the course of the

Cole Kirchoffner
season; they knew what they had to do to
win games senior Casey Aarvig agreed
saying that the team was able to come
together and play as one. “All lines really
contributed by the end of the season,” said
Aarvig. The team improved their overall
chemistry and were able to turn on the
play at the right time, said Captain Casey
Johnson. Johnson added, “thank you to
everyone that supported us throughout the
season.”

KnightRider swimmers improve times
By Lauren Kiley
Staff Writer
This year’s boys swimming season just
came to an end.
“We struggled through several dual
losses, but everyone had a positive note
with time/dive improvement or state
TXDOLÀHUVµVDLGFRDFK%UHQW1HZPDQ
“We had a group of veteran guys and
a core group of young newcomers that
were really some of the harest workers on
the team. We were really impressed with
the dedication this core group of athletes
had from their practice attendance, their
work ethic in practice, and their overall
positive, competitive attitude all season
ORQJµ
“Our 200 medley relay placed 7th at

state, which was higher than we were
VHHGHGWRµVDLG/XFDV1HOVRQ7KHWHDP
was said to have improved a lot over the
course of the season. He said that a big
thing the team improved on was speed.
“At the start of the season our turns
were a bit lax, but we were really able
to kick it up a notch as the season
SURJUHVVHGµVDLG-D\6WDQFOLII+HVDLG
that some memorable moments were
VHHLQJWKHLUÀQDOVWDWVDWVWDWH+HVDLG
that some of them placed pretty high.
1HZPDQVDLGWKDW'DQ7RGRURYLF
Tristan Weisz, and Mike White all earned
2nd Team All State honors.
“Overall, we had a really good season
and we accomplished a lot along the
ZD\µVDLG6WDQFOLII
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KnightRiders
ÄUPZO[OPYK
at State
By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
The Grand Forks Knightriders
Girls’ Hockey has wrapped up the
season in 3rd place at state, with a
¿nal record of 14-12.
The season was spent training
hard for the state tournament, and
Coach Darin Schumacher said it paid
off.
“Our effort at the state
tournament was awesome...we
played our best hockey at the the
end of the year,” he said.
GFC senior Tina Shafer said that
their focus was commendable. “We
weren’t fazed when we lost to
Bismarck in the semi¿nals,” she said.
Improvement-wise, the athletes
put in a lot of work to become better
teammates. “We worked extremely
hard on increasing our personal
strength and in the process built a
very close team,” Coach Schumacher
said.

Gymnastics team
wraps of season
By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
The 2014 Gymnastics season has come
to a close, but not without some signi¿cant
achievements. The team scored the highest it
ever has at the state tournament in four years,
¿nishing in 9th place, and just missed qualifying
for the team competition. The number of
individually qualifying gymnasts has doubled
from last year.
The season ended a place above last year,
a visible improvement of the team’s progress.
Coach Courtney Gripentrog said that improving
on bars was a big accomplishment.
“It started out as our weakest event,” she
said, “«we were able to increase our scores by
¿ve to seven points.”
Junior Annabel Jiran attributed success to
“adding new skills and polishing our routines.”
The only Knightrider gymnast to qualify
in every event, Red River senior Ashley
Castellanos, injured her ankle during warm-ups
and was unable to compete. However, the rest
of the team continued to compete with all their
energy. All three GFC gymnasts (Annabel Jiran,
Mara Nash, and Kaitlyn O’Hara) were sent to
state. Jiran placed 29th on bars, and freshman
Mara Nash earned 25th place on vault. Jiran was
selected for the all conference team as well.
“We wish to keep improving throughout our
off season training inhopes of not only being
able to go to state next year, but being able to
place in the top ¿ve teams,” Coach Gripentrog
commented.

Capturing the moments
of high school
Order a 2013-2014 GFC Yearbook.
The deadline is May 1st.

The cost is $50.
2UGHUVFDQEHSODFHGLQWKHPDLQRI¿FH
Check the list outside Mr. Berglund’s room
(#22) to see if you have ordered one.
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“Average Joes end up breaking school records

Steph McWilliams

Knights lay the
foundation for
the future
By Brady Terrill
Staff Writer
After losing to Wahpeton, 63-72,
at the beginning of March in an EDC
play-in game, the Knights of¿cially
wrap up their season with an overall
3-17 record. This is the second year
that the Knights lost in the EDC playin game.
Though the Knights didn’t achieve
their primary goal, the biggest thing
about the season was improvement.
“We improved in every area
throughout the season; I feel our
biggest improvement was that we
were playing with more consistency
at the end of our season,” said Girls’
Basketball coach DJ Burris.
Burris also states that the ¿rst Red
River game was the highlight of the
season. The Knights have also beaten
Fargo North and Fargo South in the
same week. Sheylyn Jerome and
Lindsey Shimpa will both be missed,
as they are the team’s only seniors.
“We are excited to see what the
future brings us, we are happy with
all of our kids and their growth this
season, we had a young team and
we gained a lot of experience this
season,” said Coach Burris.

By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
They may call themselves The Average
Joes, but this season they were anything
but average. The Central Wrestling team
has been breaking school records all
season and their ¿nish at state was the
perfect wrap up. They were third in East
Dual Region standings (6-2) and (18-10)
overall, which is a new school record for
dual wins in a season. They took fourth
in the East Region Tournament. The team
also had 20 state quali¿ers, a state record.
They had 7 individual place winners:
Tyler Keener, Brandon Hanson, Jesus
Flores, Garrett Litzinger, Spencer Oen,
Blake Brandon, and Kyle Terrill, tying
another school record.
“This was a memorable season from
start to ¿nish,” Coach Matt Berglund said.
He also went on to say that even though
the team only had two returning 7th place
¿nishers from the previous season, and
for them to place third at state “exceeded
the expectation of many”. For Coach
Berglund, a highlight was having seven
wrestlers place at state. According to
Berglund, these 7 came in almost every
morning to work out. “That’s a testament
to their hardwork and dedication.” Over
the course of the season he saw all the
wrestlers strengthen their weaknesses.

Seven Central wrestlers placed at the state tournament, tying the school record.
From left: Tyler Keener, Jesus Flores, Kyle Terrill, Garrett Litzinger, Spencer Oen, Brandon
Hanson, and Blake Brandon.

“This season will be remembered as
the year the “Average Joe’s” set some
signi¿cant school records,” Coach
Berglund said, “but beyond that their
accomplishments on the mat, these guys
had great character and really wanted each
other to do well.”
Garrett Litzinger placed 6th at state.
He also said they had a strong team all
year, and that they worked harder than
most other teams. “It ended up showing
at the state tournament,” he said. He also
commented that there were lots of natural
talent on the team this year. He said the

team was very focused. “The only reason
we did so well,” he said, “is because we
work hard.”
Kyle Terrill placed 3rd at state. His
highlights were qualifying for state,
placing 3rd, and beating someone who had
beaten him earlier in the tournament. He
said that they improved most in ¿nishing
matches. “We had the best conditioning
going into the tournament which resulted
in seven state placers,” he said. He also
said the team trusted each other. The
last thing Kyle added was “We’re not so
average now.”

Knight hoopsters have up and down season
By Kyle Terrill
Staff Writer
The Boys Basketball season
concluded on Friday, March 7th with
a 69-64 loss to Red River in the East
Region Tournament.
The Knights ¿nished in 7th place
in the EDC during the regular season
and beat Valley City in a play-in
game.
The Knights started off the year
on a three game win streak having
beat Valley City, East Grand Forks,
and West Fargo. Other memorable
highlights from this season included
beating Red River at home.

One of the biggest improvements
was the teamwork. “We came together
as a team on both sides of the Àoor
and we played team ball down the
stretch,” said senior Jacob Wavra.
Junior Jake Mussman also alluded
to the improvement in work ethic
and determination as the season
progressed. Coach Carlson claimed
that the team’s defense was their
strong suit.
The team appreciated the fan
numbers this season as in recent years
numbers have been dipping they are
glad to go out and play for a crowd.
Jake Mussman
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Tips to balance
school and sports
By Krystal Hofherr
Staff Writer
Many students play sports, but they’re always
so busy. They wake up, go to school, practice, go
home, eat supper, and then do their homework.
Sometimes homework doesn’t always get ¿nished
because of the tiredness of these athletes. Coming
to school without ¿nished homework is a big
problem for athletes. To be eligible you need
to be passing at least 4 classes at the end of the
quarter and if you don’t then you are suspended
from the sport for 4 weeks to get your grades up.
Need some tips? Well I’ll tell you what I do during
softball season to keep up.
1. Don’t pack up with seven minutes of class
left. You can skim through the assignment and ask
any questions needed if you don’t understand any
part of the homework. You have plenty of time to
get to your next class.
2. If you have a huge paper assigned or any
other homework then go the library during lunch.
You may not want to sacri¿ce your lunchtime, but
would you rather eat or play your sport? It doesn’t
mean you can’t go down to the deli and grab a
snack for after school to eat while you’re waiting
for your practice to start.
3. Every day when you cover something new in
class, review it that night. So when there’s a test,
you won’t be so stressed. Knowing the materials
will make it easier for you to prepare for the test
when it comes and assignments won’t be as hard.
I know this sounds really stupid and boring, but it
will really help you in the long run, trust me.
4. During the weekend, get ahead in school.
Yes, I understand that you want to hang out with
your friends, I want to too. Though that’s when
you need to set time aside. If you know a test
is going to come up during the following week,
study for it. You’re making it easier on your life
and who knows, maybe your friends are in the
same boat as you and need to study too.
5. On away games sit in the front by the
coaches to do homework. Sitting by them may not
be as fun as sitting with your friends and talking,
but you can have more focus on the subject you’re
working on. Then on the way back you can sit
with your friends and talk about how the game
went, if you ¿nish your work of course.
6. Don’t procrastinate with homework. Many
think they’ll have enough time later on to get
homework done or a big project. If you keep
telling yourself “I have enough time, I’ll do it
tomorrow,” then that night comes and it’s due
the next day. Stress about school doesn’t help you
at all with your sport attitude and positive inter
actions.
7. It’s what we all want to do, sleep. Don’t be
stressed out by everything that’s going on. If you
have homework that you’ve been doing for a long
period of time then take a nap. Refreshing yourself
with a nice rest will help you focus better on the
subject. But remember everyone needs sleep,
about 9 hours each night.
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The busy lives of multi-tasking GFC students
By Fatema Suleiman
Staff Writer
High school students typically spend
their extra time doing things they enjoy--hobbies, sports, being with friends, or
watching television. Some have jobs.
Some volunteer. And some manage to be
involved in an extraordinary amount of
activities.
Senior Lizzy Dorner is one such
example. Her schedule is booked full
every season, with managing boys’
soccer in the fall, practicing and
performing in the school musical during
the winter, and playing for the girls’
soccer team in the spring. Practices
for sports and musicals average about
two hours a night, and games and
performances last around four to ¿ve
hours. Dorner is also taking AP Calculus,
AP English, and Anatomy classes, which
demand an average of an hour and a half
a night (her free hour, she said, helps
lighten the load she brings home).
But it doesn’t end there. There are
the monthly Student Council meetings
(of which she is president) and the daily
announcements; the weekly Math Club
and Science Bowl practices; and the
NHS and DECA memberships. Not to
forget her job at Scheels, where she
works 10 to 15 hours per weekend.
She often suffers through a lack of
sleep and downtime, yet the bene¿ts of
involvement outweigh the cons.
“I would much rather be involved in
extra-curricular activities than just sit at
home with homework and nothing else
to do,” she said.
Her favorite part about being
involved in extra-curriculars is that “you
make new friends, and know all sorts
of different people. The athletes that I
spend time with are a lot different than
my peers in the musical.”
High school involvement is
important, she said, because you ¿nd
out what your interests are and what
you would like to do in the future.
Miss Dorner would like to add that
GFC choir, of which she is a part of, is
“#undefeated.”

Gus Tandberg
Sophomore Gus Tandberg doesn’t let
the stress get to him, but he admits that
so many after-school activities can take
a lot of time. Tandberg participates in
cross country, the play and the musical,
track, speech, and a lot of the music
classes offered at Central: chamber
choir, jazz band, band, and choir. He also
participates in SPA during the summer.
Two to three hours of his day is spent
practicing for a sport or in the theater, and
his Saturdays are consumed traveling to
other cities for speech tournaments. He
is taking all the advanced classes offered
for sophomores, and he usually takes
two hours to get his homework done on
a good day. His advice for being able to
get things done is to “stay away from
electronics to eliminate distraction.”
Tandberg plays the trumpet, guitar,
and a few songs on the piano, and is
teaching himself to play the harmonica
and the ukelele. Tandberg said that being
involved makes high school fun.
“If I wasn’t involved in things, all
I’d do is be at home, do homework,
and sit around. Extra-curriculars give
me something to do,” he said, adding,
“sometimes, interacting with people can
actually be fun. On good days, so can
running.”

Sophomore Madison Diemert
has a similarly full schedule, with
cross country in the fall, debate in the
winter, and both track and soccer in
the spring. Then there are the music
commitments---band, orchestra, jazz
band, and the Northern Valley Youth
Orchestra. Many events are coming up
this month, including All-State Band,
Band Ensemble, and Band Solo, and
preparation involves practicing her
trumpet and violin for over an hour every
day. There’s also symphony practice for
two hours a week, and math club (which
she is in) has practices once a week.
Diemert said that for each sport, practice
lasts around two hours every day, and
there are Saturday open gyms for soccer.
As for advanced classes, Diemert has
AP Psychology, enriched chemistry, and
enriched pre-calculus (she is one year
ahead in math than most sophomores),
and the amount of homework varies, but
she said she spends anywhere from one
to three hours a night on homework and
studying.
Her favorite part about being in so
many activities, she said, is that she
loves to spend time with friends and
being in many extra-curriculars gives her
that opportunity. Her least favorite part
is that “I’m always stressed and there’s
no time to do anything else,” she said.
She often winds up sleeping late to ¿nish
homework, and still has to wake up early
for music and school. When asked how
she manages get through the school year,
she replied, “lots of stress and tears.” But
the importance of involvement is still
priority.
“It’s important to be involved because
you socialize instead of staying at home
and being a lump,” she joked, adding,
“but don’t get too involved or you’ll be
stressed like I am.”
All three students agree that it is
important to choose activities you ¿nd
enjoyable, and high school is a great
opportunity to ¿nd out what sorts of
things interest you. High school kids face
a lot of pressure and responsibility, but
why not have fun simultaneously?
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Central teens already joining the work force
By Olivia Longie/Hennen
Staff Writer
Modern day teenagers have a
proli¿c amount of things to spend
money on. An earnest way to obtain
said money is to get a part-time job,
which an innumerable amount of
students at Central have.
Seniors Kyle Terill, Jason Kuntz,
Blake Brandon, and Teddie Gbieor all
have part-time jobs in the area. Terril
as a sales associate at Journey’s, Kuntz
as car washer, Brandon as a waiter
at Perkins, and Gbieor as a cashier at
Super One Foods.
Each young man said that they try
to save their money as best as they

can, but always spend a little on
miscellaneous things.
These jobs don’t relate to their
future aspirations, but they’re fairly
easy, low stress ways to make money
for a variety of different things. They
also allow young people to obtain
speci¿c skill sets that will be helpful
later in life.
Senior Maddie Comeau, however,
has a job that directly relates to what
she hopes to be her future career.
Comeau works as a dietary aid at
Altru and ultimately aspires to be a
physician. Her job at Altru gives her
suitable, ¿rsthand experience at a
young age.

When asked if she was satis¿ed
with her jobs hours she said, “I enjoy
my four hour shifts, but I do work very
hard.”
When I ask senior Dan Miller
the same question, he said he was
especially pleased with his hours
because he is always off in time to
complete his homework, which is
a decidedly important task for high
school students to complete.
On the other hand, dissimilar seniors
wanted to work more hours in order
to make more money. Waiting tables
is a good but subjective way to make
Àuctuating amounts of money; however,
the taxation of tips nearly defeats the

COME VISIT US
North Dakota’s energy boom has created not just jobs, but also
a remarkable opportunity for people with energy degrees.
Be one of those people. BSC’s National Energy Center of
Excellence offers twelve energy-related degree and certiﬁcate
programs online and on campus.
Visit us to learn about the energy industry and the training and
education BSC offers. Tour the National Energy Center of
Excellence, and meet with faculty and staff to discuss your
future.

Schedule a visit today!
bsc.energy@bismarckstate.edu
701-224-5651

whole purpose. Oh, the duplicitous
tendencies of Reaganomics.
Either way, having a job in high
school is a great way to save money for
college, future rent, a vehicle, etc. It’s
also a superb way to procure money for
recreational things such as video games,
new clothing, books, concert tickets, or
whatever causes your absorption.
If you are interested in obtaining a
job, but don’t know how or where to
start, you can mosey on down to the
career center in the counseling of¿ce.
The accommodating people there will
be more than happy to help you ¿nd a
part-time job in your area.
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By Whitney Longie
Staff Writer
NetÀix instant stream is home to some
of the worst movies ever made, and the
most oddball movies that you didn’t even
know existed. But there are some gems
hidden in all of those discarded straight
to DVD movies, and also some classics.
I’ve compiled a short list of some of my
favorite movies on NetÀix instant stream
(in no particular order), and if you haven’t
already, I would suggest you take a movie
marathon day to watch these great ¿lms.
My ¿rst ¿lm, Clueless, has probably
been seen by everyone reading this. But
it’s worth watching again if you are in
the mood to laugh, or reminisce on your
childhood. Based on Jane Austen’s 1816
novel Emma, the movie gives the book’s
plot a new twist. It follows rich girl, Cher,
a Beverly Hills teenager who tries to better
the world around her- by un-geeking
her new friend Tai, and getting two of
her teachers together, all while ¿nding a
boyfriend where she least expected. If you
need a better reason to watch it, Cher’s
stepbrother, Josh, is played by Paul Rudd,
and I think that’s reason enough.
After winning ¿ve Oscars and being

nominated for ten in 2012, it’s clear to
see that The Artist was a crowd favorite,
and rightfully so. Taking place in the late
1920s, it shows George Valetin, a popular
silent ¿lm star’s life change after meeting
the young and fresh Peppy Miller, who
soon becomes the new face for the screens,
and talkie movies. One thing I love about
this ¿lm is that Michel Hazanavicius,
the director of the ¿lm, did so much to
make the ¿lm stay true to the 20s, like
making the whole thing silent. Some
people might be turned off by the idea of
a totally silent ¿lm, but it’s really a whole
new experience. The viewer has to look at
the screen the whole time, which people
tend to not do nowadays, and by doing so
you’re able to see so much more of a story.
Breakfast At Tiffany’s is one of the
most iconic movies of the 1960s, and
still one of the most referenced movies in
pop culture. It follows Holly Golightly,
a young country girl striving to become
a New York socialite, and her neighbor,
a struggling writer who falls in love with
her. It’s a classic ¿lm that everyone needs
to see. Although the plot is simple and
cliché, it still holds the viewer attention
and is a heartwarming movie.

The King`s Speech is another great
option on NetÀix. After King George V’s
death, and the abdication (removal from
the throne), of his brother King Edward
VIII, Bertie, who’s suffered from a speech
impediment his whole life, is left to be
crowned King George VI of a country
on the brink of war. But with a country
in need of a soldier leader, Bertie and his
wife are desperate to ¿nd a solution for his
impediment. This movie also requires a lot
of attention to get the whole story, but it’s
worth every minute. It’s a heart wrenching
¿lm based off a beautifully true story«
you might cry.
One of the more underrated 80s ¿lms,
The Heathers follows Veronica Sawyer,
as she becomes involved with three other
girls, all named Heather. But after the
girls get fed up with one of the Heather’s
attitude, Veronica and her mysterious love
interest Jason, played by Christian Slater,
take matters into their own hands, and fake
her suicide. This truly crazy black comedy
is a great ¿lm for a group, or by yourself.
Either way you’ll be laughing.
Johnny Depp and Leonardo DiCaprio
in a movie together«how perfect, right?
Well even with a cast that great, this movie

won’t leave you swooning...more like
crying. Even so, What’s Eating Gilbert
Grape is a truly great ¿lm. It’s about
Gilbert, a teenager played by Johnny
Depp, who’s stuck in a small town taking
care of his younger brother and his mother.
He soon meets a girl travelling cross
country and falls in love. It’s a cute story
and again, might make you cry.
Last on my list but far from least, Exit
Through The Giftshop was directed by
world famous graf¿ti artist, Banksy, and
follows a Frenchman, Thierry Guetta,
who soon becomes deeply involved in the
graf¿ti street art subculture. Enough so,
he soon becomes a graf¿ti artist himself,
going by Mr. Brainwash. Banksy does a
great job of showing the business industry
there is in this kind of art, and really has
you hating Mr. Brainwash by the end
of the ¿lm. It informs you on the very
interesting topic of street art, and is one of
the funniest movies I have seen in a long
time. I would suggest watching it when
you know you have time, and won’t be
distracted by anything else. That being
said, I doubt you’ll have a problem paying
attention, because it keeps you interested
throughout the 87 minutes.
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What is MRSA and why should you care?
By Mackenzie Ellingson
Staff Writer
Imagine playing football and you get a cut
on your ankle from a player’s cleat. You go
home after practice and your ankle and head
hurt so your mom takes you to the hospital
and the doctor says it’s a sprain, so you are
sent home, cleared to go to school the next
day. Three days later you are rushed to the
hospital because you started spiting up blood.
Doctors run tests on you and ¿nd out that you
have a septic blood clot. You are air lifted to a
children’s hospital, where you spend 50 days,
a month of that on life support. Your left leg is
amputated just below the knee. This happened
to 13-year-old DaVonte King of Green Bay,
Wisconsin. So what happened to the healthy
teenage football player? After ¿nding out
a teammate was diagnosed with MRSA,
DaVonte’s mom Brenda suspects he took a
contaminated cleat to the ankle.

Grand Forks Central’s school nurse and
Registered Nurse, Mary Faircloth, knows a lot
about MRSA.
“There are ¿ve factors, known as the ‘5
C’s’ and have been identi¿ed as ways to easily
transmit MRSA. They are crowding, frequent
skin-to-skin contact, compromised skin
(cuts and scrapes), contaminated items and
surfaces, and lack of cleanliness,” she said.
“MRSA can be transmitted by contact with
contaminated surfaces in gyms, locker rooms,
and desks. Never share antibiotics with
others,” she said.
“Historically, MRSA infections occurred in
hospitalized patients, but now these infections
are common in the community. Not everyone
with MRSA has an infection. Some people
may have MRSA just living on their skin.
They are considered to be colonized with
MRSA. They have no symptoms and might
not know they have it. People who have

a history of a MRSA infection are able to
become re-infected or re-colonized with it,”
she said.
Staph is a normal bacteria that lives on
our skin. MRSA (Methicillin-Resistant
Staphylococcus Aureus) is staph that is
resistant to antibiotics. MRSA can be
transmitted to other people from another
person who has it, from bandages, towels, bed
sheets, sports equipment, skin to skin contact,
cuts, contact sports, etc. It is not spread
through the air. It affects the skin, lungs,
bones, and blood. MRSA can eat away at your
skin like battery acid if it gets severe, this is
called necrotizing fasciitis. MRSA can look
like a boil, pimple, or spider bites that may be
red, swollen, painful, pus-¿lled, and oozing.
Those most at risk are people with other
health conditions making them sick, people
who have been in the hospital or nursing
home and people who have been treated with

antibiotics. Don’t be fooled, the healthiest of
people can get this deadly disease.
According to Altru Health System website,
to prevent getting MRSA avoid sharing
personal items such as towels and razors.
Keep cuts, scrapes, and wounds clean and
covered until healed. Maintain good body
hygiene. Wash your hands often, for 20
seconds at a time or use hand sanitizer. Clean
gym equipment off before and after using it.
Always ¿nish prescribed antibiotics, don’t
quit taking them just because you feel better.
Clean cell phones, other electronic devices,
remotes, etc., regularly. Wash your body
thoroughly especially after being at the gym.
You may increase your risk of getting
MRSA if you take antibiotics frequently.
According to a recent article in USA Today,
there are also concerns that the widespread
use of antibacterial soaps may contribute to
antibiotic resistance.
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By Gracie Dahlen
Staff Writer
When I was a little girl I always thought
that my teachers lived at school and always
remained the same. When my mom told me
that teachers were my age once too, I was
shocked. Now I’m older, and I understand these
concepts. This got me thinking if teachers were
our age once, they must have gone through
similar things including the infamous “¿rst
date”.
Mr. Winger shared his ¿rst date experience
with me. The summer between freshman and
sophomore year, Mr. Winger asked Linda
Hamill out on a date. Since he didn’t have a car,
they walked to the Bonaya Sirloin Restaurant
and then walked to the movies. The only
thing that was playing was Peter Pan and even
though it was a kid’s movie they went anyway.
“I remember the things we did on our date were
so simple,” Mr. Winger said, “but we both had
such a great time. We were more focused on
each other then and not on the events of the
date.”
Mrs. Kalka’s date was especially
interesting. She went out with a boy who

went on to be her husband. They went to the
movies, too. They saw Moonstruck with Cher
and Nicolas Cage. Her date/husband had an
old Chevy Monza that kept running (chugging)
after it was turned off. When they got to the
theatre and he turned off the car, it kept going.
“I being the supportive, kind, loving person I
am, should have pretended it didn’t happen,”
Mrs. Kalka said, “but I didn’t. I laughed and
told him he had better taste in dates than cars.”
Mrs. Kalka slightly blames the prequel
of the date for her actions. They had known
each other for a long time and he asked her if
he could call for a date sometime. She said,
“sure.” But what she didn’t know was that he’d
had asked her the day before he was leaving for
California for 3 weeks. “This was 1986, so we
had no cell phones, emails, or social media,”
she said. “Needless to say, I was a little cold on
the phone, but I did agree to go to a movie with
the guy. Maybe that’s why I didn’t mind teasing
him about his junky car.”
Ms. Garaas-Johnson’s ¿rst date took place
in her freshman year of high school. It was
with her “boyfriend”, a skater boy who liked

“college rock” music. They mostly talked on
the phone, so his mom suggested that they get
together. Since neither of them could drive,
her boyfriend›s mom took them to Paradiso
and then took them to a movie. She said she
didn’t remember the movie they saw, but did
remember that his mom chose a different
movie from them to give them space. She also
remembered that he wanted to hold her hand
the whole movie. “It was ¿ne, except all I could
think about was how his hand was so sweaty,
a bit distracting from the movie! Which is
probably why I can’t remember the movie we
saw.”
Another teacher who offered up his ¿rst
dating experience was Mr. Berglund. The thing
he remembers most about that night was his
shaving experience. “I really wasn’t shaving
regularly yet, but for some reason I felt like
I needed to shave,” he said. Long story short
he developed terrible razor burn on his neck.
He decided to cover it up with a turtleneck,
but it was a warmer evening so that combined
with his nerves caused him to sweat profusely.
“Shockingly, the date went great,” he said, “

even though I don’t really remember what we
did or where we went. We wound up dating for
about 9 months.”
Mr. Conrad learned an important lesson
on his ¿rst date. Never have a ¿rst date in the
winter. He took his date out for a dinner and a
movie. By the time they left the movie, it was
20 below. Trying to be a gentlemen he opened
the door of his 1980 Ford Escort for her, then
went around to the driver’s side. He dropped
his keys under the car and then fumbled around
the keys for about 30 seconds trying to get the
key in the lock with his freezing ¿ngers. She sat
in the car the whole time not even clicking the
power lock to help. “Before I got in the car,”
Mr. Conrad said, “I knew my ¿rst date with
her would be my last.” He also learned to wear
gloves on all his winter dates from now on.
So the moral of these stories is don’t shave
before the date if you don’t need to, don’t make
fun of a guy’s car no matter how junky it is,
and don’t hold someone’s hand at a movie if
it’s prone to sweat, and check out what movies
are actually showing, so you don’t get stuck in
NeverNever Land.
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By Alyssa Black
Staff Writer
Prom. It’s a night that every kid looks
forward to as a part of his or her high school
experience. But where did prom even come
from and why do we have to dress up so
formally when we attend? Prom, short for
promenade, was traditionally a formal dance
that universities would put on for graduating
classes in the 19th century. Over time the dance
pushed its way back a few years into high
school age and the dance thus prom, as we
know it now, was born. Why is it so important
to dress formally when attending prom? That
has just been the tradition taken on by the ¿rst
prom goers and it has stuck ever since.
It seems like prom is more for the girls
than it is for the guys. Sorry fellas, but all
you really have to do is make sure you have
a date and ¿nd a tux that matches whatever
they’re wearing. Girls on the other hand, not
only have to ¿nd a date but they have to ¿nd a
dress, make sure it ¿ts, get our nails done, hair
done, makeup done…. it’s a painful process
really, the dress part especially. As if ¿nding
one wasn’t hard enough, most of the time we
have to have them ¿tted and then make sure
no one has the same one.
One thing that hasn’t changed over the

years is this process, but the dresses themselves
have made a drastic evolution. Think about
it; have you ever seen your mom’s old prom
pictures? Would you ever be caught dead in her
dress? Exactly. The truth is that every generation
has different taste, and that taste is more than
likely determined by what the current trends are.
Ladies, when you’re choosing your dress for this
year, keep in mind all the years prior to this that
helped make it a reality.
Let’s start back when proms ¿rst made their
appearance in high schools. The 1920s: better
known as the roaring 20s or the “Jazz Age.” In
this decade, bob haircuts and fringe were very
popular among the female population. It was a
way for women to rebel against the norm, and as
a result created quite the controversy. If you’re
a fan of the recent “Great Gatsby” movie you’ll
appreciate 1920s prom dress styles. Think lots
of fringe and feathers but still conservative.
Headpieces were also popular.
The 1930s were completely different from
the 20s. Due to the worst economic crisis in
America’s history: The Great Depression,
things were very uneasy. Attendance at prom
was dismal like the lives of most Americans.
Prom dresses in the 30s, for the lucky few who
did attend, were much more simple than those

of the 20s. They included less extravagant
material and a simpler look. A-line necklines
were very popular. This is also the decade where
the “mermaid” style dress was ¿rst introduced.
These styles remained relevant through the 40s.
The 50s and 60s are probably the decades
known for their change in style. Dresses were
no longer gowns. They shortened up and were
a lot more fun and energetic. This probably had
something to do with the fact that America was
starting to do better economically.
Flower children take note, the 70s were a
time of simplicity and personalization when
it came to prom dresses. Long sleeves, cotton
material, and Àowers as far as the eyes could see
were some of the few things featured in prom
dresses in this decade.
In the 80s, however, styles changed
drastically. That shiny material you often see
when you see dresses from the 80s, that’s called
metallic taffeta. Ask your parents, they’ll know
and they probably still have one or two of their
old dresses. Sleeves climbed as tall as the New
York Skyline and neon was “like totally tubular
dude.” Please, for the love of all that is good,
let’s not bring that trend back anytime soon.
The 90s as well as the 2000s and 2010s have
not experienced much change as far as trends

go. More extravagant ball gown type dresses
were more popular in the 90s as opposed to
today where slim, Àat lying dresses win the
majority of the time. Chiffon, sequins, and
stones are popular materials that are used
to keep up with current trends. As for the
style and type, anything goes. Strapless, capsleeve, one-shoulder, and cross-chest straps
are popular as far as necklines and sleeves
go. Girls often choose dresses with slits in
the skirt, or a mermaid style dress, but with
brands like Jovani and Sherri Hill keeping up
with current trends, girls have a wide variety
of styles to choose from.
This year seems to be the year of the
conservative dress. Many girls are leaving
the slit in the skirt and choosing dresses
with a higher neckline. Pastels are going to
be big this year as well. On the other side
of the trend spectrum, the Great Gatsby
seems to be having a big inÀuence on prom
dress selection this year. Fringe and metallic
beading is making reappearances in proms
across the nation. Whether you go for a
certain style, color, or brand make sure you
feel comfortable in your dress and have fun
searching. We only have about a month left
before Central’s prom, which is April 26th.
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GFC DECA students excel at State, some headed to Atlanta
On March 9-11, members of DECA
attended the State DECA Career
Development Conference in Bismarck.
Twenty GFC members competed and
placed in their events.
Nikki Dogan won the North Dakota
Emerging Leader Award. Jessica won
Central’s Outstanding New Member
of the Year. This year’s DECA Chapter
received the Chapter Membership
“Thrive Level” award. Madi Remer and
Jordyn McClain placed 1st in two events;
Buying & Merchandising Research
Manual and Fashion Merchandising
Promotion Project.
Second place was Christian Wedin
in Business Services Marketing Case
Problem Series. Third place winners
are Katelyn Larson in Human Relation
Case Problem Series, Francine Dong
in Principles of Finance Case Problem,
and Bailey Anderson in Hospitality
& Tourism Professional Selling.
Fourth place winners are Remy Vasser
and Kyle Rasmusson in Marketing
Communication Team Decision Making,
and Christian Wedin in Business Service
Operations Research Manual. Fifth place
winners are Jason Kuntz and Justin
Chute in Hospitality & Tourism Team
Decision Making, Katelyn Larson in
Advertising Campaign, Remy Vasser in
Finance Operations Research Manual,
and Jordyn McClain and Madi Remer
in Travel & Tourism Team Decision
Making.
DECA members who placed in the
top half of their event are Cheyanne
Hopkins in Food Marketing Service
Case Problem Series, Zack Riskey
in Restaurant & Food Service Case
Problem Series, Jason Kuntz &
Cheyanne Hopkins in Community
Service Project, Sam Stewart in
Principle of Finance Case Problem, and
Bryce Reller in Principle of Marketing
Case Problem.
This year’s International DECA
Conference is held in Atlanta, Georgia
in May. Grand Forks Central DECA
members attending include; Christian

Wedin, Remy Vasser, Kyle Rasmusson,
Bailey Anderson, Madi Remer, Jordyn
McClain, and Francine Dong.
DECA is a co-curricular organization
that connects the classroom to the
DECA experiences. Students must
be enrolled in a Marketing class in
order to be a member of DECA.
There are four career clusters included
in the learning process: Business
Management and Administration,
Finance, Hospitality and Tourism
and Marketing. Entrepreneurship is
represented in each of the four career
clusters. DECA provides high school
students with the opportunity to develop
leadership skills and be better prepared
for career opportunities because of the
competitive experiences they have in the
organization. DECA enables students to
compete in a career based competitive
event at the state and national
levels. Students are able to qualify
for the International DECA Career
Development Conference by competing
at the state conference and placing in
their event.
Article Contributed by KimBerly Clark, DECA
Adviser

DECA State group

May 1st Deadline for Senior
Photos and Yearbook Orders
Seniors
Photos can be submitted to Mr. Matthew Berglund’s mailbox or sent to him
through Google Docs.
Baby/Childhood photos can also be submitted and they will be returned if
you include a self-addressed stamped envelope. (Make sure your name on
the back of your photos).
Grand Forks Central High School
Senior Portrait Section of the Yearbook Policy
Every graduating Senior student is permitted to turn in a portrait photo for
reproduction in the Grand Forks Central School yearbook “The Forx”.

1st Place Overall Winners:
Madi Remer and Jordyn McClain
(Buying and Merchandise Research
Manual--Fashion Merchandising Promotion Project)

1. The deadline for senior portrait submission is May 1st.
2. Senior students should submit a vertical photo with a close crop of the
subject.
3. Only single-subject photos are allowed.
4. Accessories (i.e. hats, scarves, jewelry) and props (i.e. sports equipment)
are permitted in the submitted photos as long as they do not promote or
condone illegal activity. Senior portraits of questionable content will be
shown to school administration for final approval.
5. Portraits of students with weapons will not be published.
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